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Abstract 

Given an n x n orthogonal matrix Q, there exists a diagonal matrix 
D with each diagonal entry chosen from { -1, 1}, such that Q D + I is 
non-singular and such that if 

S = (QD - I)(QD + I)-1 , 

then the skew matrix S has every element in the interval [-1, 1]. 
We prove that such a D exists and show that it can be computed 

efficiently and reliably. 
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1 Introduction 

In this paper we resolve a conjecture observed by J.C. Butcher and H. Pod
haisky and stated in [2]. Because the conjecture is true we state it formally 
as a theorem. 

Theorem 1.1 Given an n x n orthogonal matrix Q, there exists a matrix 
D = diag(d11 , d22 , d33 , ..• , dnn) with each d;; E {-1, 1}, such that QD + I is 
non-singular and such that if 

S = (QD - I)(QD + It1, (1) 

then the skew matrix S has every element in [-1, 1 J. 

The method of proof is algorithmic. We present an algorithm for computing 
D and S which is iterative, well-defined, and guaranteed to terminate in a 
finite number of iterations. Starting from an initial guess, D 1 , chosen so that 
QD1 + I is invertible, a sequence of diagonal matrices, {Dk, k = 1, 2, ... , m }, 
is generated with each diagonal entry (Dk)(i,i) E {-1, 1} such that ( QDk + I) 
is invertible and Sm = ( QDm -- I)( QDm + n-1 satisfies II Sm II '.:'.: 1, where II· II 
denotes the (inconsistent) Holder matrix norm 

IISII = max ISo,nl, 
l:Si,J:Sn 

and where A(i,j) denotes the (i,j) entry of the matrix A. (Sometimes aij is 
used to denote the ( i, j) entry of A but we need to refer to entries of inverses 
too e.g. (A- 1)(i,j) as in [l]). 

We let {o-k = l!Skll, k = 1, 2, ... , m} denote the sequence of matrix norms, 
where Sk = (QDk-I)(QDk+I)- 1 and we stress that there is no requirement 
that the sequence { o-k}f be decreasing. Nevertheless, it is shown in Section 3 
that for the recommended choice of Dk, k = 1, 2, ... , a suitable D must be 
found in finitely many iterations. In practice very few iterations are required 
because the recommended initial guess rules out almost all of the ( at most) 
2n-l allowable choices for D and for n '.:'.: 3 no iterations are required. 

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we assemble some prelim
inary results that are helpful in understanding and analysing the problem. 
Most of these are standard results or special cases of standard results that can 
be found in most modern texts on linear algebra. In Section 3 the algorithm 
is presented and analysed and it is proved that the required D can always 
be calculated. In Section 4 we discuss some computational issues which sup
port the claim that the recommended algorithm is efficient and numerically 
stable. 
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2 Matrix preliminaries 

In this section we present some useful results that are needed in the sequel. 
First, we observe that alternative forms to (1) for representing Sare: 

S = (QD + I)-1(QD - I) 
= I - 2(QD + J)-1 

= I - 2D(Q+Dt1
. 

(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

Because Q and Dare orthogonal it follows that QD is also orthogonal. Now if 
Q1 and Q2 are orthogonal matrices of the same order with det Q1 = - det Q2 
then 

det( Q1 + Q2) = - det Q1 det( Qf + Qn det Q2 

= - det Q1(Qf + QnQ2 

= - det(Q2 + Q1) 

=0. ( .5) 

Therefore, a necessary condition for QD + I (and Q + D) to be invertible is 

det(Q) = det(D). (6) 

In other words there are 2n possible choices for the diagonal entries of D 
but at least half of these correspond to singular matrices. If Q is the identity 
matrix then there is only one choice for D but it is easy to construct examples 
where 2n-l candidates for D make Q + D invertible. In this latter case 
numerical experience suggests that, often, only one of these 2n-l candidates 
satisfies the requirements of Theorem 1.1. Therefore, trial and error will not 
generally find a suitable D. In contrast the algorithm to be described in 
Section 3 has no difficulty finding D when n = 1000, (which is about the 
limit of the "comfort zone" of the author's present computer). 

We need two more results relating to rank-2 corrections to the identity 
matrix. If x, y, u, v E Rn and xTy = -1 = uT v then 

If, in addition, vT x and yT u are nonzero then 

-1 XVT uyT 
[ I + xyT + uvT] = I + '""'"r + '""'"r. 

v x y u 

(7) 

(8) 

These are easily verified special cases of more general results on rank-2 cor
rections (see for example, [l]). 

Now we can describe and analyse the algorithm. 
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3 The algorithm 

In this section we develop an algorithm for finding a suitable D and corre
sponding S. First we find a diagonal matrix, Di, such that Ai is invertible, 
where Ak is the matrix 

Ak = QDk + 1, k = 1, 2, ... , m. 

The sequence { Dk}1 is generated so that each Ak is invertible and the se
quence { det Ak}1 is strictly increasing, provided that II Sk II > 1 where 

Sk = I - 2A;;-1, k = 1, 2, ... , m. 

The sequence terminates when k = m is such that IISmll ::::; 1. Equations 
(5,6) show that if Q + D is invertible then changing the sign of just one of 
the diagonal entries of D will result in a singular matrix. Therefore, we must 
change at least two (and always an even number) of the diagonal entries of D 
in the search for S. This observation is the basis of the following algorithm. 

Algorithm 3.1 

1. Given Di and Ai = QD1 + I with det Ai > 0, set k = 1. 

2. Calculate Sk = I - 2A;1, and rrk = IISkll· 
3. If rrk ::::; 1 set m = k, S = Sk and terminate. 

4. Otherwise, find a pair of indices (p, q) such that rrk = S(p,q)· 

5. Reverse the signs of the (p, p) and (q, q) entries of Dk and call the 
resulting matrix Dk+l· Calculate Ak+l = QDk+l + I. 

6. Set k := k + 1 and go to Step 2. 

We now show that it is always possible to choose D1 so that det Ai > 0 
and that, if m > 1, then det Ak+i > det Ak, k = 1, 2, ... , m - 1, which is 
enough to show that Algorithm 3.1 is well-defined. 

There are many ways to choose a suitable D 1 . First consider applying 
Gaussian elimination, without row or column interchanges, to the matrix 
Q + D but defer the choice of D(i,i) until the ith stage of elimination so that 
D(i,i) can be chosen to have the same sign as the ith pivot entry (before 
adding D(i,i))· If the pivot entry is zero then either sign may be chosen for 
D(i,i)· In this way, we produce an upper triangular matrix, U say, whose 
diagonal entries satisfy IU(i,i)I ~ 1. This choice of D satisfies det(Q + D) = 
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f17=1 U(i,i). In fact it is easy to show that I Vin,n) I = 2, so we have the 
stronger result that, with this strategy for choosing D 1 , we get <let( QD1 + I) = 
<let( Q + D1) <let D1 2: 2. A variation on this choice which turns out to 
be highly advantageous is to incorporate diagonal pivoting keeping track of 
the row/ column interchanges in an attempt to make each 11/(i,i) I as large as 
possible. Therefore, it is always easy to find a suitable D1 and we observe 
that this strategy is also helpful in calculating A11

. 

Lemma 3.1 Let the n x n matrix A = QD + I be invertible where Q is 
orthogonal and D is diagonal with D(i,i) E { -1, 1}, i = 1, 2, ... , n. Let D be 

the diagonal matrix with entries D(i,i) = - D(i,i), i = p, q, D(i,i) = D(i,i), i -=/=

p, q. If A= QD + I then 

(9) 

and 

(10) 

Proof: Let ep, eq denote, respectively, the pth, qth column of the n x n 
identity matrix and let dPP = D(p,p), dqq = D(q,q). Then the pt.h column of 
A is 

Aep = (QD + I)ep = eP + Qepdpp· 

Similarly, the pth column of A is 

Aep = (QD + I)ep = eP - QePdPP' 

Eliminating the term QePdPP from these two equations gives 

Aep = Aep + 2(ep - Aep), (11) 

where we have deliberately written Aep as a correction to Aep. Equation (9) 
then follows because there is a corresponding equation for Aeq. This enables 
the determinant of A to be calculated efficiently in terms of <let A. 

- [ T T] detA=det A+2(ep-AeP)eP +2(eq-Aeq)eq , 

= <let A det [I+ 2(A-1eP - ep)e~ + 2(A-1eq - eq)e~] . ( 12) 

The bracketed terms in equation (12) have the form I +xyT +uvT with yT x = 
-1 = vTu (because equation (2) shows that ef A-1e; = !, i = 1, 2, ... , n), 
so formula (7) can be applied. 

detA. = -4 (e~(A- 1ep - ep)) (e~(A- 1eq - eq)) detA, 

= -4 (e~A- 1ep) (e:A- 1eq) detA, 
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and equation ( 10) follows because equation ( 2) shows that the matrix A - 1 is 
quasi-skew. 

It is now easy to see why Algorithm 3.1 works. Equation (2) shows that 
S(i,j) = -2(A-1 )(i,j) ,i #- j, so that at each iteration where ak > 1, Step 4 
and Step 5 force a strict increase in det Ak because 

There are only finitely many different choices for D and it is not possible to 
return to a choice already considered so the iterations must terminate with 
IISII ::; l. Therefore, we have proved Theorem 1.1. 

4 Computational aspects 

In practice it is not necessary to use the matrices Ak in Algorithm 3.1. Equa
tion (9) shows that Ak+l is a rank-2 correction to Ak. Therefore, once an 
initial D1 and S1 have been calculated it is possible to calculate Sk+1 from 
Sk by a rank-2 update. In view of the skew-symmetry of S this must have 
the form 

(14) 

Letting S = I - 2A-1 and dropping iteration subscripts we write this as 

(15) 

where the scalar a ( which can be incorporated into a or b) has been in
troduced for convenience. The vectors a, b E Rn can then be determined by 
employing formula (8) to obtain A-1 in terms of A-1 and then using equation 
(2) to replace A-1 by (I - S) /2. We find that 

a= (I+ S)ep, b = (I+ S)eq, a= 1/ S(p,q), (16) 

so that a and b can be calculated very easily from S. Therefore, the following 
alternative to Algorithm 3.1 is recommended. 

Algorithm 4.1 

l. Given D1 and S1 = I - 2(QD1 + J)-1, set k = l. 

2. Calculate ak = l!Skll· 
3. If (jk ::; 1 set m = k, S = sk and terminate. 

4. Otherwise, find a pair of indices (p, q) such that ak = S(p,q)· 
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5. Reverse the signs of the (p,p) and (q, q) entries of Dk and call the 
resulting matrix Dk+I· 

6. Update Sk using formula (14). 

7. Set k := k + 1 and go to Step 2. 

Each iteration of Algorithm 4.1 can be computed in O(n2
) floating point 

operations. The search for O'k in Step 2 has a computational complexity of 
O(n2

) which supports the claim that the recommended approach is efficient. 
Next we consider the calculation of D 1 . If Gaussian elimination with (or 

without) diagonal pivoting is used with ( D 1) (i,i) E { -1, 1} chosen dynami
cally as the elimination proceeds, then it is equivalent to applying Gaussian 
elimination with complete (i.e. full row and column) pivoting a posteriori to 
the matrix QD1 + I. It is well known that Gaussian elimination with complete 
pivoting is extremely stable numerically. In order to explain this equivalence, 
consider the effect of applying the first step of Gaussian elimination without 
any pivoting. Partition Q (in an obvious notation) as 

so that Qii + 1lT1l = 1 and Q[Q1 = In-1· Then add du = ±1 to the (1, 1) 
entry. Applying one step of Gaussian elimination to the resulting matrix, 
we calculate a vector of multipliers e = v/(q11 + d11 ) and use it to introduce 
zeros in the first column to get the matrix 

[ 
Qll + d11 1lT ] 

O Q2 ' 
(17) 

where Q2 = Q 1 - eur. It is elementary to verify that the submatrix Q2 is 
orthogonal irrespective of the choice of sign for d11 . Choosing the sign of d11 

to match the sign of q11 ensures that the pivot element U(l,l) = q11 + d11 is the 
largest element in the matrix which is what complete pivoting does. Then 
the same argument can be applied to the submatrix Q2 E Rn-lxn-l as we 
dynamically convert Q + D 1 to the upper triangular matrix U. Eventually 
we arrive at Q n E R 1 x 1 which must also be orthogonal. Therefore, the choice 
of dnn has to make I U(n,n) I = 2 in order to avoid a singular upper triangular 
matrix U. 

If diagonal pivoting is used we are essentially computing the factorisation 
P(Q + D)PT = LU , where Pis a permutation matrix. With or without 
pivoting the procedure for choosing d;i guarantees that each off-diagonal 
entry of L and U is less than 1 in modulus and each diagonal entry of U 
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has modulus no less than 1. (If qii = 0 at the ith stage then either the 
choice dii = + 1 or dii = -1 can be made but to avoid ambiguity we choose 
dii = +l.) 

Diagonal pivoting has the advantage that no iterations are required of 
Algorithm 3.1 when n ::; 3 and numerical experience shows that it usually 
causes fewer iterations for n > 3. For example, in over 100,000 trials with 
random orthogonal matrices of order n = 200, no more than 14 iterations 
were required when diagonal pivoting was used to calculate D 1 , and the av
erage was less than 2.3 iterations; 11.5% required no iterations. With no 
pivoting 29 iterations were needed in one case and the average was greater 
than 8.3 iterations (which is still good bearing in mind that there are poten
tially 2199 candidates for D); only one of the trials required no iterations in 
this case. 

There is another way to calculate D 1 based on rank-one matrix updating 
which is extremely convenient and easy to code. The matrix Q + D = Q + 
I:; d11e1ef, so ( Q + Dt1 can be calculated by applying n rank-one updates 
sequentially starting from QT = Q- 1 

. The diagonal pivoting procedure is 
easily incorporated since it corresponds to changing the order of t.he updates 
to take account of the pivoting. The numerical stability of this approach 
is expected to be inferior to the Gaussian elimination approach described 
above and the computational cost is about the same. Limited numerical 
trials suggest that good accuracy can still be achieved but no error analysis 
is available at present. Yet another way would be to update QR factors 
at about twice the computational cost. Therefore, there are many ways to 
calculate a suitable D1 . 

5 Concluding remarks 

The major result of this article is to answer affirmatively the conjecture raised 
in [2]. We have shown further that a suitable D and corresponding S can be 
computed reliably and efficiently in about the time it takes to invert a general 
n x n matrix. A surprising feature (at least to the author) of Algorithm 3.1 
is that the sequence { CTk} need not be monotonic. In one trial with n = 7, 
a matrix Q was found which required 3 iterations, producing the sequence 
{O'k} = {l.0126, 1.1216, 1.0981, 0.9107}; each iteration apart from the last 
was worse than the initial approximation! 

It is clear from Lemma 3.1 that any D which maximizes det(QD + I) 
must yield an S with IISII ::; 1 but det(QD + I) need not be maximized 
(when n > 3) in order to produce an S satisfying IISII ::; 1. For example, the 
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matrix Q E R 4 x4 , 

l
-0.1650 

Q = 0.5384 
-0.1270 

0.8166 

0.6095 
0.1217 

-0.7795 
-0.0784 

-0.2451 
0.7849 

-0.0119 
-0.5689 

0.7357 l 
0.2814 
0.6133 ' 
0.0585 

has two solutions for D namely, 

D1 diag(l,-1,-1,-1), IISill=0.9022, detA1=3.3090, 
D2 diag(-1,1,1,1), IIS2ll=0.7617, detA2=4.6421. 

When n = 3, if IISII < 1 then the D which produces it is unique. To see why, 
observe that any alternative D must have the same determinant so two signs 
must be reversed, say dpp and dqq· The effect of this on S is is to produce S 
with 

- -1 
S(p,q) = -s-· 

I (p,q) 

Therefore, when 11 Sii < 1 every allowable alternative D results in 11 S'II > 1. 
The argument above does not extend to n > 3. In the n = 4 case, for 
example, if IISII < 1 for a given D we have to consider the extra possibility 
of making 4 sign changes. The example above then shows that sometimes 
it is possible to find an alternative. Clearly this extends to n > 4 since the 
4 x 4 case can be embedded in the higher order cases. 

Finally, we remark that the cases n ::; 3 are very special since considera
tion of the eigenvalues of QD for invertible QD + I provides a simple affine 
relationship between the trace of QD and det(QD + I), 

det(QD + I) tr(QD) + 1, n = 1, 

tr(QD) + 2, n = 2, 

2tr(QD) + 2 n = 3. 

This enables these special cases to be analysed easily. In particular, it ex
plains why the recommended diagonal pivoting procedure works. 

Acknowledgements: The author is most grateful to P.A. Sprules and J.C. 
Butcher for many valuable comments and suggestions on earlier versions of 
this article. 
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